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Abstract. The modular structure of the von Neumann algebra of local observ-
ables associated with a double cone in the vacuum representation of the free
massless scalar field theory of any number of dimensions is described. The
modular automorphism group is induced by the unitary implementation of a
family of generalized fractional linear transformations on Minkowski space and
is a subgroup of the conformal group. The modular conjugation operator is the
anti-unitary implementation of a product of time reversal and relativistic ray
inversion. The group generated by the modular conjugation operators for the
local algebras associated with the family of double cone regions is the group of
proper conformal transformations. A theorem is presented asserting the unitary
equivalence of local algebras associated with lightcones, double cones, and
wedge regions. For the double cone algebras, this provides an explicit
realization of spacelike duality and establishes the known type III1 factor
property. It is shown that the timelike duality property of the lightcone algebras
does not hold for the double cone algebras. A different definition of the von
Neumann algebras associated with a region is introduced which agrees with the
standard one for a lightcone or a double cone region but which allows the
timelike duality property for the double cone algebras. In the case of one spatial
dimension, the standard local algebras associated with the double cone regions
satisfy both spacelike and timelike duality.

1. Introduction

In algebraic quantum field theory, one considers a family of von Neumann algebras
R(O) indexed by regions 0 of Minkowski space M. The modular structure of a
von Neumann algebra R(O) consists of a one-parameter strongly continuous
unitary group Λiλ, λeM, which acts as a KMS automorphism group on R(O) and
its commutant R{0)\ and an anti-unitary involution Jo such that JoR(0)Jo = R{0)'.
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Of course, the pair {J0,Δ^} depends on the representation and in this paper we
restrict ourselves to the vacuum representation of the local algebras.

It has been conjectured that algebraic duality holds for local algebras R(O)
associated with sufficiently regular regions 0 c M. This means that R{OY = R{OC\
where Oc is the causal complement of 0. In a study of the duality property,
Bisognano and Wichmann [1] investigated the modular structure of algebras
associated with wedge regions W in the Wightman framework. They showed that
the modular group of R(W) in the vacuum representation is induced by a
one-parameter group of pure Lorentz transformations. More recently, Buchholz
[2] proved that the modular group for the lightcone algebra R(V+) in the free
massless scalar field theory of odd spatial dimension > 1 is induced by the global
dilatation group.

In this paper, we describe the modular structure of R(O) in free massless scalar
field theory when 0 is a double cone region. Bisognano and Wichmann exploited
the geometrical simplicity of the wedge regions in their arguments which apply to
any local quantum field theory [3]. Buchholz' result depends on the peculiar
dynamics of free massless scalar field theory as is embodied in the dilatation
invariance of the theory. The present study is based on the geometrically simple
relationship between O and O\ when O is a double cone centered at the origin,
and on the conformal symmetry of the theory [4].

The work herein is motivated by the following observation. Since the fields
are free, the local algebra R(O) is determined by the value of the field and its time
derivative on the t = 0 hypersurface. In two dimensions, this is simply an interval,
say (— 1,1). The Cauchy data for R(O) is mapped by the modular conjugation

operator to that for R(OC) = R(O)'. We note that the inversion map x-> — sends

the interval (— 1,1) onto (— oo, — l ) u ( l , oo). Moreover, the interval (— 1,1) is
preserved by the one-parameter group of coordinate transformations x^x'(λ)
given by (xf — l)(xf + I ) " 1 = e\x — l)(x + I ) " 1 , λeU. This transformation allows

an analytic continuation to λ = in where it becomes x->x'(iπ) =—. Consequently,

these two point transformations on M suggest candidates for the modular operators
of R(O). The main result of this paper is that these candidates are indeed the
modular operators.

Beginning with these point transformations, the modular group and the
modular conjugation operator for the double cone algebra can be constructed
directly using standard techniques. We present here, however, a more geometrically
based construction of these operators. It has long been realized that the relativistic
ray inversion

p:(x,x0Hp(x) = [ - x ( x 2 Γ \ - xo(x2rxl x2 = χ2

0 - |x|2,

can be used to map a double cone 0 onto a wedge W, an idea attributed to V.
Glaser. Analagously, one can use p to map a double cone 0 onto the forward
lightcone V+.

We verify explicitly that in the free massless scalar field theory p induces a
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unitary operator Up on the one-particle space j f and hence a unitary operator
Γ(Up) on the boson Fock space Γ(J^f). Our computations for Up extend those of
Swieca and Vδlkel [4]. The existence of Up allows us to construct spatial
isomorphisms between R(O), R(W), and R(V+) when the spatial dimension d is
odd and d^.1. When d is even, the field propagation is no longer determined by
Huyghen's Principle [5] and consequently R(V_) φ R(V+)'. However, Up is still
unitary on Jf and can be used to construct spatial isomorphisms between R{W\
R(V+)9 and R(O).

It follows from the existence of the unitary operator Up that the modular
structures of R(O), R(W) and R(V+) are equivalent. We show that the modular
group R(O) is implemented by a one-parameter group induced by a group of
generalized fractional linear transformations and the modular conjugation is
implemented by a product of the time reversal operator with Γ(Up). Moreover,
this one-parameter unitary group is a subgroup of the conformal group1. The
group generated by these unitary groups implementing the modular automorphism
group for the algebras associated with the double cone regions is the connected
identity component of the conformal group. Moreover, the modular conjugation
operators for these algebras generate the group of proper conformal trans-
formations.

By using the unitary operator Up, the known results on the modular structure
of R(V+) can be obtained from those of R(W) when d>\ and odd. Moreover, U
is used to obtain the modular structure of R(V+) when d is even. The unitary
equivalence of R(W) and R(O) establishes the known type ///1 factor property of
R(O) and the unitary equivalence of R(W) and R(V+) establishes this property for
R(V+) [6,7]. A proof of the spacelike duality property [8] of R(O) is also given.
(The verification of the results of [8] for the m = 0 case is given in [9].)

The notion of timelike duality for local algebras, i.e. R(O)' = RiO*), where O*
is the timelike complement of 0, is a generalization of the duality for lightcone
algebras discovered by Buchholz [2]: R(V+)'= R(V'+) = R(V_). It is shown by
explicit construction that the timelike duality property does not hold for the local
algebras associated with double cone regions 0: RiO*) c R(0)' properly. This
construction suggests how the definition of the local algebra can be changed such
that the new local algebras equal the standard ones for connected regions and
such that the timelike duality property holds for the algebras associated with the
double cone regions. In even spatial dimensions, the new local algebras associated
with double cone regions satisfy a twisted timelike duality property.

The corresponding results for the free massless scalar field theory in two
space-time dimensions are discussed in an appendix. It is shown that the double
cone algebras defined in the usual way satisfy both spacelike and timelike duality.

2. The Ray Inversion Map

The free massless scalar field for spatial dimensions d ^ 2 is an operator-valued
tempered distribution satisfying <£[•/] = 0, feS(Ud+1). We discuss the case d = 3

1 For the case of a scalar field, we have a unitary representation of the universal covering group of

the conformal group SOe(4,2)/Z2 - SU{2,2)/Z4
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explicitly which is typical of the odd d > 1 cases. For the cases even d ^ 2, an
analogous calculation establishes the unitarity of Up on J>f. The basic results for
the modular structure of R{0), 0 a double cone region, apply in all cases. The
case d = 1 is somewhat pathological yet similar results hold in that case (see
Appendix 3).

The field operator φ\_f], feSR(U4) (the real Schwartz functions), is the usual
Wightman field operator defined and, in this case, essentially self-adjoint on the
dense domain Do a Γ(J^) obtained from the action of the polynomial algebra
generated by the field operators on the vacuum. Γ(Jίf) is the boson Fock space
constructed from tf = L2\_Ho,θ{po)δ(p2)d\p)\ where Ho = {pe[R4|p0 >0,p2 = 0}.
For any open and non-empty region O c [R4, R(O) denotes the von Neumann
algebra {exp(i0[/]**)|/eSΛ(0)}", where φ [ / ] * * is the closure of the field operator
and SR(O) denotes the real Schwartz functions with support in 0. We use DR(O)
to denote the subset of SR(O) consisting of function with compact support in O.
The vacuum vector Ω is cyclic and separating for R(O) by the Reeh-Schlieder
Theorem provided Oc = Int [x\(x - y)2 < 0,yeθ~] is non-empty.

Let T={x\x2>0} and S = {x\x2<0}, the set of all strictly timelike and
spacelike vectors, respectively. The relativistic ray inversion map p is the involutive
diffeomorphism of TuS given by p(x)= — x(x 2 ) - 1 ; notice that T and S are
p-invariant. For feD(Tu S\ define fp(x) = l{x)x2 f[ρ{x)] = -(x 2 )~ 3 /[pW], where
I(x) = — (x 2 )" 4 is the Jacobian of p. We define a linear transformation Up on a dense
domain in $ via the canonical isomorphism of the complex linear span of

S)} into J fby:

Due to the conformal symmetry of the theory, we have

Theorem 1. Up extends to a unitary operator on Jf.
The proof of this theorem is given in Sect. 5. Up induces a vacuum preserving

unitary operator Γ{Up) on Γ{J?) such that Γ{Up)φ[f~\Γ(Up)* = φ\_fp\ .
and consequently, for 0 a TuS, Γ{Up)R(O)Γ{Up)* =.

3. The Modular Structure and Duality

Denote by Ox the open double cone of radius 1 centered at the origin; V+ and
V_ the forward and backward lightcones; WR, the "right wedge," defined by

WR = {x\x3 >|xo |}; {eo,eί,e2,e3} the canonical orthonormal basis of ίR4; hence

0i =(v

+ -eo)n{V_ +e0). We have

WR+$e3=p(Oί+e3) (2)

by elementary computations. For example, one can use the identity

[p(*)-p(y)] 2 = x ~ V 2 ( x - y ) 2 , χ,yeTuS (3)

to show that p{On) = p(Of ΊϊOcT where Oι = Int {xeU4\(x -y)2>0 for all yeO)
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is the timelike complement of O. Relation (1) follows immediately because

KO.+eJnUeJ^O^e,.

By Theorem 1, formulas (1) and (2) and translation covariance, we have

Corollary 1. # ( 0 ^ , R(V+) and R(WR) are spatially isomorphic. The equivalences are
given by unitary operators on Γ(J4?) induced by unitary operators on J*f.
For example, Γ\_T( — ̂ )UpT(— 1)] implements the isomorphism between ^(OJ
and R(V+\ where T(λ) is the one-parameter unitary group of time translations on

Remark 1. The result of [6,7] and Corollary 1 provide a proof that R{OX) is a type
lllλ factor [10]. Moreover, the local algebras associated with the same bounded
open regions in massless and massive free scalar field theories are isomorphic [11].
These algebras are isomorphic to the local algebras in the P(φ)2 theory due to the
local Fock character of the representation [12]. Thus, the local algebras associated
with double cones in all these theories are type ///1 factors.

For 0 = V+, the modular operators {Jv + ,Διy+} in the vacuum representation
were shown by Buchholz [2] to be given by:

JV+=Γ(-Θ).

D(λ) is the global dilatation group unitarίly implemented on jtf defined by
D(λ)φίΠΩ = ψ[/λ]ί2, where fλ(x) = e~*λflβ_λ(x)l βλ(x) = eλxJeS(M*). θ is the
anti-unitary PCT operator given by Θ = ISICIV the product of space reflection,
charge conjugation, and time reversal operators on j f (Jc acts as the identity in this
case).

Let i( ) denote the time translation on 1R4 and consider the one-parameter
group vλ of conformal transformations conjugate to the group βλ by the
transformation i(l)pi(|). Since vλ commutes with space rotations, its action on
[R4 is determined by its action on the invariant xox3-plane where it is naturally
expressed in terms of the variable z1 = x0 + x3 and z2=x0 — x3. It is given by:

ή
generalizing the formula given in the introduction. We mention that vλ is
analogously conformally conjugate to a one-parameter group of pure Lorentz
transformations.

The coordinate transformation vλ,λeU, is not everywhere defined. For each
λeU, the map zi-»z (/l), i = 1,2, is singular on the lines zt = (1 + eλ)(eλ — I)'1 which
move off to infinity as \λ\ ->0 and approach z- = 1 as λ -• oo and z = — 1 as ! -• — oo.
The regions Oλ and O\\JO\ are both separately invariant under the family of
coordinate transformations vΛ, λeU. This family forms a one-parameter group of
transformations on Oγ but not on O\KJO\. The fact that O\ is not invariant
under vλ and the discontinuity of vλ on O\ u O\ does not introduce any inherent
difficulty in these considerations. This is due to the fact that in the free massless
scalar field theory in odd spatial dimensions

{R(V++eo),R(V_-eo)}"c:R(O\).
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(In even spatial dimensions, a slightly modified condition holds. See the end of
Sect. 4.)

Let V(λ), λeU, be the linear operator on Jf determined by

for feD(O^). The set of functions D(O^) is invariant under the mapping f->fλ,
λeU, and the above relation defines V(λ) on a dense domain in Jf. The multiplier
y(x;λ) is a rotationally invariant function having value on the xox3-plane given by

and it is C00 for XGO1. Note that a formal substitution of λ = in yields fiπ(x) = —

( ^ Γ V L - x ί x 2 ) " 1 , ^ * 2 ) " 1 ] , a s desired.

Theorem 2. V(λ), λeU, is a one-parameter strongly continuous unitary group on Jtif.
The modular operators for -R(O1) are:

λeU,

Proof. The algebras ^(OJ and R(V+) are unitarily equivalent and, as shown after
Corollary 1, the unitary operator Γ[T{\)IJpT(\)~] implements this equivalence. It
follows immediately from the facts that Ω is invariant under this operator and
that {ΛlQ^JOi} are unitary and anti-unitary, respectively, that

Because Jv+ =Γ(-Θ) and Aγl

+

λ = Γ[D(2πλ)] and Γ is a faithful representation
of the unitaries of B(J^f) into the unitaries of 5[Γ(J )f)], we only have to check that

ItUp = - T(l)UpT&ΘT(-±)UpT( - 1),

V(λ) = T(l)l/pT(i)D(A)Γ(-|)C/pΓ(- 1).

Since all of the operators involved in these expressions are induced by geometric
transformations, the theorem follows by elementary computation. •

Remark 2. The one-parameter family of hyperbolas of the form x\ — x2

0 —
2kx3 + 1 = 0 , |fc| > 1, in O1 n{xox3-plane}, is invariant under the map vλ, λeU. In
particular, the axis Ue0n01 is invariant.

Corollary 2. The local algebra RiOJ satisfies spacelike duality: RiOJ = Rψ^).

Proof. Let B = 01nS; by Lemma 1 of Appendix 2 we have R(B) = R(01) and
therefore

= JoR(O1)JOί = JOlR(B)JOi = Rlp(B)2 = R(O\)

where we have used Γ{It)R(B)Γ(It) = R(B). •
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The Haag spacelike duality property for sufficiently regular regions in free

massive scalar field theory was first proved in [13].

Remark 3. It follows from Theorem 2 that the modular group for K(OX) is a
subgroup of the conformal group. The generator is a linear combination of the
time translation generator and the generator of the special conformal trans-
formation in the time coordinate. These are the only two generators of the conformal
group which commute with the generators of the rotation group, which is also an
automorphism group of ^(OJ. It follows from this that the group generated by
all U(Λ,a)AiQιU(Λ,a)~1

9 {Λ,a}eP\., is the identity component of the conformal
group. Additionally, an examination of the infinitesimal properties of the group
generated by all U(A,ά)JOιU{A,ay1, {A,α}ePτ

+, reveals that this group contains
connected components of the conformal group. Specifically, the group is generated
by the identity component of the conformal group and the PCT operator, i.e. it
is the group of all proper conformal transformations.

Remark 4. The Lorentz invariant distributions Do and D1 [14] are separately
covariant with respect to the coordinate transformation vλ. This follows from
Remark 3 and the conformal symmetry of the free massless field theory. A geometric
proof of this fact is given, for d > 1 and odd, in Appendix B of [15]. Slight
modification of this argument establishes this for the even d cases and d=\.

Remark 5. D. Buchholz [16] has pointed out to us the known formulas for the
unitary Up in the case of the free electromagnetic field [17], namely

Γ(Vp)FJx)Γ(Up) = (x2Γ2Sΐ(x)SΪ(x)Fμ,v,(p(x)),

where Sμv(x) = 2(xμxjx2) - gμv. The field strength tensor Fμv(x) is defined by its
two-point function

2 d3(k)
(Fμv(θnΩ,Fσp(η°ηΩ) = --¥ J -^θ^(\k\,k)ησp(HkygμpKK>

\^π) (oo) lκl

where θ and η are elements of the test function space of antisymmetric tensors.
(See [9,22] for a discussion of duality for the free electromagnetic field.)

4. Timelike Duality

Buchholz [2] established the timelike duality property R(V+)' = R(V_) for the
algebras associated with lightcones in the free massless scalar field theory of odd
spatial dimension > 1. This timelike duality property does not extend to the local
algebras R(O) associated with bounded double cone regions 0, i.e. R(0\) a RiO^',
properly [16]. To see this, we introduce a family of von Neumann algebras R(0)
which reduce to R(0) for suitably regular regions 0. As above, let Ho =
{peU4\po>0,p2=0} and μo[d4(p)] = θ{po)δ{p2)d\p). Let £ be the set of distri-
butions TeD(U^)' such that the Fourier transform? is a continuous function in
a neighbourhood of Ho and T\HoeL2(Ho,μo). The free field can be smeared with
any element Tei.
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Definition. R{0) = {exp(i0[T]**)| Te£, supp(T) cz O}" for any non-empty, open
region O c M .

Lemma 1. If 0 = V± or 0 = Ol9 then R{0) = R(O).
The proof is given in Appendix 2, Lemma 2.

The assertion that R(O\) cz R(O J', properly, is equivalent to the existence of
an operator AeR{V+ - eo)nR(V_ + e0) and an operator BeRiO^ such that
[_JOιAJOι,B]φ0. This follows because R(O\) = {R(V++ e0), R(V_ - e0)}" so that
R{O\Y = R(V+ - eo)nR{V_ + e0) due to the timelike duality for algebras associated
with lightcone regions. We construct one such pair of operators as follows. Let

f{x) = -^-δ{x)h{xo) with heC%(U) such that h(xo)= + 1 if xo> 1, h(xo)= - 1 if
OX i

xo< - 1 . Let g(x)=-^-δ(x)k(x0) with keC%(M)9 k(O)φO and supp(/c)<=(-1,1).

Both / and g are in $. Note that /f/fo is invariant if h is replaced by h±l.
Consequently, A = exp(iφ[Π**)eR(V+ -eo)nR(V_ + e0). Set β = exp(/φ[gf]**)e

A simple computation shows that JOιAJOί = exp(/φ[/p]**) where fp(x) =

x2

0^-δ(x)h(l/x0). Now [J O l XJ O l ,B] = 0 if and only if
ox ̂

This is computed using formulas (A6, A7) of Appendix 1:

^ j dx0x
2

0h{\lxo)k"\x0)

= — k(O)φO.

An immediate consequence of this is that K(Oi nT)φ /^(OJ for, if it is so, then
JOlR(01 n T)JOi = RiOJ = {R(V+ + eo\ R(V_ - eo)}\ contradicting the above
result.

The above construction indicates which operators must be added to R(0\) in
order to generate RiO^'. Let $Ί a $ denote the real linear span of the distributions
of the form Dkδ(x)h(x0\ heC^(U), and Dk = finite order spatial derivative.

Definition. Rτ{0) = {exp(ΐφ[T]**)| TeSτ, supp(T) cz 0}" for any non-empty, open
region O cz M. It is shown in Appendix 2, Lemma 2, that RT(O) = R(0) for 0 = Oi

or O = V±.

Remark 6. Bore hers [18] showed that the usual Wightman field operator smeared
in the time coordinate with an element of S(U) is a C00 operator-valued function
of its spatial coordinates.

For any fe$τ with compact support, define a linear functional fp for any
geD(U4) by < / p , # > Ξ < / , g*y where g*(χ) = -x~2gίp(x)l i.e. fp(x) = -(x2Γ3

/[p(x)] This is well defined as #*eC°°([R4).
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Lemma 2. Let fe$Ί with supp(/) aθv Then fpeSτ, supp(/p) c O\, and

Proof. A short computation shows that fp has the form of a finite sum of terms
D*δ(x)hf(x0) with /z^eC00, /peS(R4)', and that Jp is a continuous function in a
neighbourhood of Ho. If supp(/z)c Oi nUe0 then supp(^) c O j Π ^ for all Λ
Let β <= T such that 0,-BczT. D0[p{B)Y = {/|/eD[p(B)]} is dense in L2(H0, μo)

the map:

(00) (00)

[where (A8) of Appendix 1 is used] defines a bounded linear functional on a dense
linear manifold in L2{H0, μ0). Hence, JpeL2(H0, μ0) and fpeSτ. The above calculation
also establishes

for any geD[_p{B)~\ so ί/pφ[/]Ω = φ[/p]Ω. Π

Theorem 3. ^ O J ' = R^O^) = ̂ (0^) φ R{0\).

Proof. By Lemma 2 above,

Because Rτ(0\)cz R(0\)cz RiOJ' (direct computation verifies the second inclu-
sion), the theorem follows. •

When the spatial dimension d is even, the fields do not commute for timelike
separations and the unitary operator Up does not map the real one-particle
subspace into itself. Because of these two facts, the Tomita operator JOγ is slightly
different. First, noting that the vacuum expectation value of the anticommutator
of the fields vanishes for timelike separations, JOι restricted to those operators
localized on O1ΓΛT differs by a twisting factor Γ(Z) defined as follows. Let Z be
the operator Zf=if9 feJ^f and Γ(Z) its promotion to Γ(J^). If A is localized in
OXCΛT then JOιAJOιeΓ(Z){R(V+ + eo\R(V_ - e0)}" Γ{Z)* <z Rψ,)'. Second, JOi

restricted to operators localized in 01nS has the same geometric interpretation
as in the odd spatial dimension case. However, because Up does not preserve the
real one-particle subspace, a modification by Γ(Z) is also required. Consequently,
we have

Theorem 4. For even spatial dimension d, RiO^' = R(0c

1) = R(0ί

1)~, where R~ =

Γ(Z)RΓ(Z)*9andJOι=ΓlZItUp].

Remark 7. For the notion of twisted duality, see [19].

As mentioned in the introduction, the unitarity of Up in the even d case allows
the construction of a spatial isomorphism between RiO^ and R(V+), i.e.

Consequently, the modular operators for R(V+) and R(V_) can be obtained. We
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have, for example,

JV+=Γ(ZΘ),

Jv_ = Γ(Θ)Γ(ZΘ)Γ(Θ) = Γ(- ZΘ).

Note that R(V+)' contains operators which are not local with respect to any region.
The modular automorphism group has a geometric interpretation analogous to
the odd d case and must be slightly modified as above.

5. Proof of Theorem 1

Let Ml = [R3\{0} and po:tK^-»ίR^ be the involutive diffeomorphism defined by
ρo(x) = x|x|~2. Then po = p\Ul with the natural identification of U3 as the
time-zero hyperplane. For any heD(Ml), set hpjx) = /0(x)|x|2/z[p0(x)] = |x|~4

nLp0(
χΏ a n d h*o(x) = \x\2hpo(x), where 70(x) = |x|~6, the Jacobian of ρ0. We denote

by φ0 and πo the time-zero field and time-derivative field. Define a linear operator
Upo on the complex linear span of {φoίf]Ω\feD(Ul)} by

Lemma 1. Up extends to a unitary operator on Jf [4], and for geD(Ml),

Proof. Upo is densely defined since the Fourier transform of D(R^) is dense in
L2[[R3, |p |" 1d 3(p)]. It is clear that Upo is an involution on its domain of definition
and by formula (Al) of Appendix 1,

\\UPoφ0lh]Ω\\ = \\φoίhpJΩ\\ = | |^[A]Ω| |,

so Upo is isometric and extends uniquely to a unitary operator, also called Upo,
on Jίf. For h,keD(Ul) and using formula (A3) of Appendix 1 and U*o = Upo, we
have

0[fc£]Ω). Π

Lemma 2. The closure of Up defined in Sect. 2 equals Upo and is unitary on Jf\

Proof. Choose any feD(TuS) and any bounded, open set O ^ c T u S such that
supp(/) c Oj. Choose any non-empty, open set £ c R ^ such that Oj — E = {x — y|
x<Ξθ,ye£} c S . Let Najtf denote the linear subspace generated by {φo\_h]Ω,
πo[/c]Ω|/z,/ce£>(£)}. The subspace N is dense in J? (cf. [13,20]). We show that
U*z>(UpJN) and as (UpJN)** = Upo, it follows that Upo = U**. Now £ -
O r c S so p(Of -E) = p(Oj°) - po(E) c S by formula (3). For any fe, keD(E\ we can
use formulas (A4) and (A5) of Appendix 1 to show that

lUpoφ0lh]Ω) = \

XUpπolk-]Ω) = (

since these equations only involve absolutely convergent Riemann integrals. •
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Remark 8. The proof of Lemmas 1 and 2 allow direct generalization to the case of
arbitrary d > 1. In particular, the use of spacelike separated regions in the proof of
Lemma 2 eliminates the Do-term from the two-point functions for the cases when d is
even.

Appendix 1

We collect here the forms of the two-point functions for the free massless scalar
field in d = 3 spatial dimensions required for the proofs in the paper. For an
account of the singular solutions of the wave equation see [14]. We define the free
massless scalar field such that for f,geS(Md+ί\ we have

(ψ[/]Ω,#g]Ω)~ ί | ^ / ( - I P I , -P)0(IPI,P),

where the Fourier transform is defined by

7(p)= j d«+1(x)eix"f(x).
(oo)

For the case d = 3 used explicitly in the text, we have for f,geS(U3)

(Al)
4 7 Γ (00)

"4^ 2 i ) X y X~y X

(ΦolΩΩ, πolg]Ω)=^ ί d3(x)Rx)g(x). (A3)

The integrals in (Al) and (A2) exist as absolutely convergent multiple and repeated
Riemann integrals. The integral in (A3) is absolutely convergent.

We also need the following special case. If/eD((R4) and heD(U3) are such that
supp (/) — supp (ft) c Tu S, then:

1

4 π 2

( i }

^ π (oo)

The integrals in (A4) and (A5) are absolutely convergent multiple and repeated
Riemann integrals due to the fact that supp (/) — supp (h) a Tu S.

In Sect. 4, we need the following special cases. Let f,geSτ with f(x) =

d d
•z—δ(x)h(xo\g(x)=—δ(x)k(xo) and ft, fceC£((R). Then
OXγ vX^

1 °°
(</>[/]Ω, φ[g]Ω) = — f dpp3fι( — p)ίc(p), (A6)

6πJ

0

where ft(p) = (2π)" 1 / 2 J dxe~ixph(x). Using the standard techniques, (A6) can be
(00)
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expressed in coordinate space and

^ (A7)

with fc^x) = fc(- x). If feSτ and geD(U4) such that supp(/) - supp(#) c T, then

Λ (^-f2/(4 (A8)
4 7 Γ (00)

Appendix 2

Lemma 1. R(OX) = R(OX n S).

Proof. By [13], ^(OJ = R0(Bt) where ^ = 0 ^ R3 and R^BJ = {exp(tyo[/]*•),
e x p K ω * * ) ! / , ^ ! ) , ^ ! ) } " . Let ΛA(x) = ft(λr), where r = |x|, heDR(Bx), h^O,
and /i(r) = 1 for 0 ̂  r :§ | so that supp (hλ) is contained in the open ball of radius 1/(1)

and

δk

- Ί [ l - f t A ( x ) ] = O f o r k = 0, 1,2,... and

0 g r ̂  1/(21). For any geD{Bx\ set ^λ(χ) = [1 - ftA(x)]gf(x); ^eD(βΛ{0}). For any

/, fce5(R3) define norms || ||0>π by

U\\l= f d3(x)d3(y)?(x)|x-y|-V(y)
(co)

||/c||π
2= J d3(x)d3(y)(V/c)(x) (V/c)(y)|x-yΓ2.

(oo)

Then ί/0(^)Ξexp(iφ0[/J**)->[/0(/) strongly as A-> oo if tλ^>{ in the φ-norm
and F0(/cA)Ξexρ(ίπ0[/cJ**)^K0(/c) strongly if /cΛ->/c in the π-norm. gλ defined
above satisfies

\\Λύ\\\\2Ah\\2

11^ — ^ ^ t l l ^ ^ : ^ { 1) ̂  H ̂  ^ ^

and hence gλ-+g in the φ- and π-norms. Consequently,

S). D

Lemma 2. If 0 = V± orO = Oί9 then R(0) = Rτ{0) = R(0).

Proof First note that R(0) c R(0) by construction. IΪO = O1 and feDR{0\\ TeS
such that s u p p ( T ) c O l 9 then letting A = exp(iφ[/]**) and B = exp(iφ[T]**), a
simple calculation shows that [A,B] = 0. Thus, ^(OJ 7 =>R(Oi) so by duality
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A similar argument using timelike duality establishes R(V+)' 3 R(V_) and thus
R(V+) = R(V+). Second, RT(O) a R(O) = R(O) is globally invariant under the
modular automorphism group of R{0). By a standard result of Tomita-Takesaki
theory, it suffices to show that Ω is cyclic for RT(O). Ω is cyclic for RT(M) because if
Teiτ then T(p) is a finite linear combination of elements of the form cp^p^p^ίdpl)
(kι + k2 + k3 = /c) and the real linear manifold D generated by these functions is
such that D + iD is dense in L2(Hυ, μ0). It then follows by an argument analogous
to that used in the proof of the Reeh-Schlieder Theorem that Ω is cyclic for
RΊ(O) D

Appendix 3

We discuss some aspects of the local algebras in the two-dimensional free massless
scalar field theory. Two additional results are obtained in this case: 1) the timelike
duality property of the double cone algebra is satisfied with the standard definition
of the algebra; 2) the local algebras R(O) associated with bounded, simply-connected
regions 0 with non-empty interior are all unitarily equivalent and equivalent to
R{W), where W is a wedge region. Furthermore, the spacelike duality property
for the double cone algebra RiO^ and the timelike duality property for the forward
lightcone algebra R(V+) is satisfied.

The construction of the theory with positive definite inner product is well
known. The fields are operator-valued distributions on a restricted class of functions
S0(U2) consisting of those feS(R2) such that 7(0,0) = 0. (We note that this theory
is equivalent to a Wightman vector field theory dμφ.) The local algebras are
accordingly defined: R(O) = {exp(/(/>[/]**)\feSOιR(O)}". Note that if fgeSOiR(U2)
such that supp(/) is timelike separated from supp(#), [(/>[/], Φ\_gJ] = 0 on their
common domain of definition. Following Buchholz [2], one verifies that the global
dilatation group induces the modular automorphism group of R(V+) and that

Theorem 5. In the two-dimensional free massless scalar field theory (as defined

above), RiOJ = R(O\) = R(O\).

Proof We first note that RiO^y = R(O\)' because in two space-time dimensions
a solution F e ^ R 2 ) ' of the wave equation vanishes on O\ if and only if F vanishes
on O\ provided F{x)-+0 in a spacelike and timelike direction. It is therefore
sufficient to prove the first equality. The operator J O i is constructed via the unitary
Up as in Theorem 1. In the time-zero formalism,

J = {U0(h)9 V0(k)\KkeDR(l- 1, l]),/ϊ(0) = 0}",

where U0(h) = exp(z'(/>0[/z]**), V0(k) = exρ(iπo[fc]**), and one shows that

RiOJ = JOιR(O1)JOι = {U0(hp), V0(kp)\h, keDR(l- 1, l]),ί(0) - 0}",

where hp(x) = x~2h(l/x) and kp(x) = k(l/x). We show that for h as above U0(hp)e
R(O\); a similar argument gives Vo{kp)eR(O\). We may assume that

1 0

\h(x)dx= J h(x)dx = 0.
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Let hp = hL + hR, where supp(/zL) c (— oo, — 1) and supp(/zκ) c (1, oo). An elemen-
tary computation shows hL,hReL2{U,dp/\p\) and hL{0) = hR{0) = 0. We then have

By an argument similar to the one given in Lemma 1, R(W) = R{W) so
Uo(hp)eR(O\). •

Due to the simple geometry and the free dynamics of the theory, we obtain the

Proposition. The local algebras R(0),0 — V±,W,Oι or 0 any bounded, open,
simply-connected region with non-empty interior, in the vacuum sector of the theory
considered here, are all unίtarίly equivalent by an element of the conformal group.

Proof If 0 is a region as described, the time-slice property of the theory and the
result of Araki [21] establish that R(O) = R(O\ where 0 is the double-cone spanned
by O. The rest follows as in Corollary 1. •
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